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Technische Daten

KDN 330
This machine was integrated in the type
range for companies with limited space
and a smaller budget. It goes without
saying that also this model incorporates
all basic features and advantages which
the larger machines offer.

KDN 335
This machine is equipped identical to the
smaller KDN 330, however, it is has an
additional buffing unit. This unit improves
the edge finish following flush milling. To
achieve an optimum finish, the best
suited tools (buffing wheels) can be fitted
for the different edge banding materials.

KDN 340
I n its new design, the KDN 340 will even
i ncrease its popularity as the best selling
edge banding machine. In addition to the
excellent value for money, its technical
features and the improved ergonomics
i ncluding a clearer arrangement in the
unit zone due to the new machine.



KDN 350 C

Complete processing as on large
i ndustrial machines is permitted by the

automatic profile cutter/corner rounding
unit. With its comfortable overall
equipment, the KDN 350 C is the largest

among the small edge banders.

All rights for technical changes withheld. Individual machines shown could include options.



Contact heating shoe
As standard, all machines of the KDN
300 series are equipped with a contact
heating shoe that - optionally activated
- transfers contact heat into the board
edge directly prior to the glue applica-
tion to the workpiece edge, this notably
optimising the gluing quality, especially
with difficult edging materials or at very
low ambient temperatures.

HighTech machine components
The proverbial Brandt quality is docu-
mented by the use of top of the line
components. The illustrated linear guide
element which in the same design is
also used in highly dynamic CNC machi-
nes, is just one example for this.
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